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◇ For PC Game Launcher (9 MB) \- Input Configuration (6 MB) \- Installation (\ \ 28 MB) -Usual Story Mode (100 MB) -Additional Skins for Classic Characters (\ \ 12 MB) -Additional Skins for Modern Characters (\ \ 12 MB) \- Implemented
Additional Language Support (\ \ 6 MB) -Additional Character Voices (\ \ 10 MB) -Additional Sound FX (\ \ 9 MB) -Additional Background Images for Additional Skins (\ \ 7 MB) -Instructions on Additional Skins (\ \ 1 MB) Extension Menu (\ \
2 MB) \- Resolution Support (\ \ 6 MB) \- Additional Achievements (\ \ 3 MB) \- Additional Endings (\ \ 2 MB) -Additional Battle (\ \ 1 MB) -Additional Enemies (\ \ 3 MB) -Online Chat Support (\ \ 7 MB) -Addition Emblems (\ \ 3 MB) -Online
Benchmarking (\ \ 1 MB) Updates Support (\ \ 5 MB) Scene Change Support (\ \ 5 MB) -Additional Display Features (\ \ 7 MB) Game Launcher: -Game Launcher is a UI (User Interface) for regular standalone games. -Compatible with both
the RetroArch and Normal interface. -A video player is added to Movie Manager if the file supports it. Input Configuration: -Type-A buttons are added on the game icons to quickly move. -The ergonomics of the buttons are improved so
you can move more easily. -The action buttons are labeled. -A five-way switching capability is added. Installation: -Download the game as recommended and install it. -Create an installation folder (which is a folder where the game can
be installed) with a destination of your choice (for example, C:\Games\RPG) -Open the Game Launcher, select the game, and then drag and drop the game into the installation folder. -Extract the contents of the installation folder and
close the Game Launcher. -Return to the installation folder, then click the "Run" button on the game

Features Key:
A dynamic and real fantasy world with unique 3D environments.
A battle system where a character's weapon, armor, and stats are synergistically combined.
A highly-detailed user interface that offers an enhanced experience in addition to its features.
An exciting story where the events of one save can impact the entire world.
A unique online element where you can experience the thoughts of your enemies.
A diverse character creator where players have freedom of expression in designing their own character.
A dedicated Open Beta Test.

Is this product for me?:

A perfect choice for fans of RPG games.
An amazing game that adds the intensity of strategy to turn-based battles.
An epic fantasy game that fans of Legend of Shadow have been waiting for.
An ideal party game that creates fun for a few.

Dev Team:

Innate, an American game studio ( has joined together with a talented team of people to create, and to launch the development of Legend of Shadow, an action RPG experience of epic scope. Beyond the experience of creating games, the team has an extraordinarily strong creative collaboration ( and are bringing out a game
that will provide a deeper and more compelling experience than any other game.

After nearly two years of development, we are extremely confident of the product that we are releasing. We are looking forward to your support and feedback.

Detailed information can be found on our website: 

If you have any questions about Legend of Shadow, please contact us at: new-cubanica@innate.com.

Best Regards, The Legend of Shadow Team
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